,j ) = 1'~+ z We shall use the folknvingrelations among these constructs repeatedly:
The M of important averages begins with P and the mass-weighted
Then come the density-velocity correlation A and the associated velocity a:
A =~.~; a . A~. -~,
Note that A is the rwt umss flux relntivc to~, the unweightcd average velocity, and that
u" = u' -Alp = u' -a.
Next are the generalized Reynolds stress tensor 'Rand the turbulent flux of internal energy s:
Ensemble averages of the flow equations (1), (2), (3), and (5) now yield the mean-flow
With V q u' = O,as assumed above, the P'V" u' term drops, and
which is observed to be nonncgetivc. In the more general case, wc can write whit]: is still nonnegative.
Energy and Energy Dissipation
The inertial and advection terms of airerngcd evolution equations are best cxprcsscd by mass-weighted averages, tmcausc physical con..ervation applies to aggregates of mass, momentum, energy, etc. The strcsws, lacking factors of p, me probably best described in terms of unwcightcd averages. 
2.4.

Turbulence Variables of the Present Theory (Summary)
The flow equations for the mean variables~, ii,~,~nd ii introduce second-order averages, and equations for the latter introduce further correlations, A judgment rr~tit be made as to which turbulent variables are to be subjected to evolution equations and which areto be regardedas secondary and modeled by constraint equations, relatkg them to the more primary data at a common time.
In the present paper, we prescribe evolution equations for R, S, a, or equivalently A =~, and nlso for a density self-correlation bdefined by ()
Alternatively, because -#(l/p)' = +(P -p)/p, b=j5~-1.
5= -p~(~-~]
.m, 
Rf~alizability
Realizability, the notion applied by Schumann to constant-density flows, also applies to 
TURBULENCE EQUATION'S
A summary of the evolution equations to be developed for the psimary turbulence variables is given in Section 3.9.
Preliminaries
We note that, in view of (1), (12), Subtracting (pfi) times Eq. 13 from Eq. 2, and utilizing the above, we get a useful form for the u" equation:
A second useful form (set ii = Ui -u:'in the third tcm of (23)) js + az.
3.2.
Equation for the Generalized Reynolds Stress
To obtain an evolution equation for R, multiply ( that is, for large pA"2/(pc); scc %ction VA of [14] .
We now exhibit a rationale for a gradient approximation of the &sj t-. In thr iimit of high Reynolds number, c is cxpt~ctedto be independent of visco: ' 1 ., trmwlcsspart is either zero or is lumped with the pressure-velocity gradient correlations [8] . 
Equation for the
3.7.
The Concentration Equation
The 
SPECIALIZATION OF EQUATIONS TO I?VSTABILITY-DRIVEN TURBULENCE
field data, such as internal energy J&are defined similarly. 
The proposed c cqurttion is the wunc ns dcrivwl previously (cf. Eq. 51), ns is the crmmncrntion equnticm (cf. Eq. 54):
thin -C'l,* -c4,@37 , 
